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Abstract 
In this paper we study various improvements to a locally 
adaptive vector quantization (LAVQ) algorithm. The effects of 
including bit stripping, index compression, and filtering techniques 
will be discussed. Software implementation and comparisons with 
non-adaptive vector quantization algorithms will be studied. 
LAVQ Algorithm 
The locally adaptive vector quantization (LAVQ) algorithm 
provides a simple yet effective lossy compression strategy. The 
encoder has a codebook containing codewords (vectors) where the 
index of the codeword corresponds to its position in the codebook. 
A block is taken from the image and compared to the stored code- 
words; if there exists a codeword sufficiently close to the image 
block (within the allowed error) the index itself is sent, and that 
codeword is moved to the top of the codebook. If no such code- 
word exists, a special index is sent, followed by the actual block 
itself. This becomes a new codeword, and is placed at the front of 
the codebook. If the number of codewords exceeds the maximum 
allowed, the last codeword is lost. 
On the decoder side, the decoder expects an index. If this 
index is the special one, the receiver expects a block to be received 
immediately following; this block is placed at the top of the code- 
book and all other codewords are pushed down. If the codebook 
were already full, the last codeword is discarded. This new block 
is also placed into the image being built by the decoder. If the 
index is the special one, then the codeword corresponding to the 
index is put into the image being built, and that codeword is moved 
to the top of the codebook. Thus, if the encoder and decoder start 
with the same codebook, they will have the same codebook at each 
step, and the image will be successfully sent [1][2][3]. 
The LAVQ strategy maintains the most recently used vectors 
in  the codebook in order of last usage; this allows the algorithm to 
efficiently code any image without codebook training: The LAVQ 
algorithm needs only one raster-scanned pass of the image to code 
i t  entirely. It has time complexity O(nn2) and space complexity 
O ( m ) ,  where n is the number of pixels in the image and r n  is the 
number of codewords in the codebook. By comparison, standard 
VQ with hierarchical clustering can have time complexity O ( n 2  ) 
and space complexity of O ( n ) .  However, LAVQ has two major 
disadvantages, higher rate and staircase effect. The rate for LAVQ 
is higher than standard VQ for the same codebook size and dis- 
tortion obtained when using square blocks. Block boundaries are 
also clearly visible. Both limitations can be reduced dramatically 
by taking blocks to be tall and narrow (1 x N pixels) and by using 
the methods outlined in the following section. 
Improvements to the Algorithm 
Bit Stripping of New Blocks 
The majority of the encoded image is composed of raw 
blocks being sent when tolerance is exceeded. To reduce the num- 
ber of bits sent, new blocks are sent stripped of their least sig- 
nificant bits; at the decoder, these stripped bits are replaced by 
random bits. Since the least significant bits are essentially random 
for most images, the effect of bit stripping on &stortion is not no- 
ticeable; also, rate is improved considerably: For one bit stripped 
off of 8-bit pixels, the decrease can be up to 12.5%; for two bits 
stripped off, 25%. Bit stripping can help reduce the staircase ef- 
fect: Since the staircase effect is linked to a slight discontinuity 
in neighboring pixels at block boundaries, insertion of random bits 
helps randomize this difference at the block boundaries, making 
them less pronounced. 
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Smoothing Filters 
To filter out block boundaries, a bandstop filter with stop 
bands corresponding to the spacial block frequency and its har- 
monics can be used [4]. The filter must have smooth transitions 
to avoid “ringing” at edges in the image, yet must have sufficient 
selectivity in stopband attenuation to avoid attenuating too many 
frequencies. Such a filter is effective in reducing the staircase ef- 
fect, but at the cost of increased fuzziness, especially in high detail 
regions. 
A solution is obtained by replacing those blocks in the fil- 
tered image with those which are known to be exactly the same 
as the original image. Since the encoder sends either indices or a 
special index followed by the raw unencoded block, the decoder 
has knowledge of the exact contents of at least a portion of the 
image. These portions tend to be those in areas of high detail; by 
replacing the filtered blocks with these “raw” blocks reduces the 
distortion while maintaining high detail. This replacement strategy 
cannot be applied to standard VQ algorithms. 
One-Pass Index Compression 
Because of the move-to-front codebook rearrangement strat- 
egy, the smallest indices are used most often. Therefore, they can 
be coded using a lossless compression code to obtain better per- 
formance. In Elias coding, the most probable elements are those 
assumed to be those with the smallest indices; coding is done with- 
out prior knowledge of codeword statistics. The effects of coding 
are most significant when allowed error is large-and correspond- 
ingly, rate is low and distortion is high. 
To maintain one-pass coding, any compression code used 
on the indices must also be one-pass coding. This means that if 
Huffman codes are to be used, then the dynamic variant must be 
implemented. Unfortunately, this code is also computationally in- 
tensive. Experimentally, the relation between index and probability 
of use has been found to be P(z )  = ut’; i is the index; n and b are 
coefficients determined by multivariable polynomials dependent on 
codebook size, allowed distortion, and block size. This result al- 
lows a static Huffman code to be generated before coding of an 
image; as a consequence, the algorithm remains very fast. How- 
ever, since the probabilities are taken as an average over a number 
of images, it is not optimal, and in some cases, the coding can lead 
to a drop in performance. 
Conclusion 
We have presented a fast and effective vector quantization 
algorithm which codes images with performance comparable to 
standard vector quantization algorithms. The rate of LAVQ can 
be improved and disadvantageous distortion characteristics can be 
removed by the improvements mentioned, namely bit stripping, fil- 
tering, and index compression, without degradation in image qual- 
ity. 
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